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Abstrat

We present a method to obtain amplitude-versus-o�set (AVO) and amplitude-versus-

angle (AVA) urves at seleted depth points using the three attributes generated by the

Common Reetion Surfae (CRS) stak, the emergene angle and the two hypotetial

wavefront urvatures assoiated to eah zero-o�set ray simulated. Our approah ombines

the CRS stak/inversion proess applied to multioverage data and the use of a kinemati

Kirhho� migration to ahieve true-amplitudes (TA) at assigned depth points in the mi-

grated images. The proposed method onsists of the following steps: (i) apply the CRS

proess to the given multioverage data; the obtained CRS attributes are then used to

produe a simple maro-veloity depth model; (ii) perform an unweighted Kirhho� mi-

gration for imaging purposes only; for seleted points on target reetors in the migrated

image, we use ray traing within the maro-veloity model to determine, by ray traing,

ommon-reetion-point (CRP) gathers that belong to the input data; for these rays, we

ompute the inident angles and the geometrial spreadings; (iii) go bak to CRP gathers

and ompensate the amplitudes for geometrial spreading. The whole proess permits to

onstrut AVA urves on the assigned CRP's. In summary, our method is designed to

aggregate amplitude information on seleted points of a reetor, after a purely kinemati

image (migration) has been obtained. The method is tested on a syntheti inhomogeneous

layered model with enouraging results.
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Introdution

One of the main objetives of proessing seismi reetion data for hydroarbon prospeting is

to obtain meaningful images of the geologial strutures, in partiular reservoir strutures in

the subsurfae. The geologial strutures to be imaged are de�ned by seismi reetors given

by interfaes of disontinuity of rok parameters, suh as veloity and density.

Kinemati images, in whih only the loation and orientation of the reetors (with no regard

to amplitudes) are onsidered, an be ahieved, for example, by eÆient Kirhho� migration

proedures using simple weights or no weights at all. Kirhho� migration requires a given

maro-veloity model that inorporates in the best possible way the a priori information, suh

as previous knowledge of the geology, information from nearby wells, et. Moreover, speial

methods exist to ombine the migration output to update the model, so as to re�ne and improve

the image. The �nal result is in many ases a fairly adequate (kinemati) image of the strutures

of interest.

The problem that onerns us in this paper is how to aggregate dynami information (phys-

ially meaningful amplitudes) to the obtained image. In fat, the amplitudes are needed es-

sentially on seleted points at key interfaes along the extension of the reservoir, where the

determination of the angle dependent reetion oeÆients is the most desirable information.

Aording to zero-order ray theory, the amplitude of a primary-reetion event an be

desribed by

U = A

R

L

; (1)

where R = R(�) is the angle-dependent reetion oeÆient of the primary reetion ray, and

� is the inidene angle of that ray with respet to the interfae normal. The reetion o-

eÆient is the quantity of interest to be estimated from the data. The parameter L = L(�)

is the angle-dependent geometrial-spreading fator of the reetion ray. It aounts for the

amplitude variations due to fousing and defousing of the energy arried by the ray along its

raypath. Amplitudes are generally a�eted by many fators other than the geometrial spread-

ing. These inlude, for instane, aquisition footprints, transmission losses aross interfaes

and attenuation. All those fators ombined onstitute the overall quantity A in equation (1).

The estimation of this fator is beyond the sope of this paper.

The geometrial spreading fator L is generally onsidered as one of the major soures of

amplitude distortion in the observed data. This is the reason why the term true amplitude (TA)

is typially attahed to a primary-reetion amplitude that has been orreted for geometrial

spreading.

In the ase of depth migration, the term true-amplitude refers to the ase in whih the migra-

tion output equals the observed amplitudes automatially orreted for geometrial spreading

(see, e.g., Hubral et al., 1996). Referring to equation (1), the orresponding true amplitude of

the primary-reetion would be

U

TA

= A R : (2)

True-amplitude migration algorithms, suh as Kirhho� weighted di�ration staks, are de-

signed to assign at eah migrated depth point an amplitude that is equal to the original

primary-reetion amplitude at reetors after geometrial-spreading orretion. Full true-

amplitude algorithms are signi�antly more expensive and time-onsuming than their kine-

mati unweighted ounterparts. As another ompliation, the auray requirements on the

maro-veloity depth model are higher for the appliation of true-amplitude migration than for
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purely kinemati migration. The exibility of using migration outputs to update the veloity

model is lost when suh a heavy and demanding migration algorithm is applied. As the last and

probably best argument against the appliation of a full true-amplitude migration algorithm

to an overall region is that, in fat, the amplitude information is required only on some spei�

target points or reetors. Away from these points, the obtained amplitudes are not useful.

In this paper, we propose a method to aggregate true amplitudes (i.e., observed primary-

reetion amplitudes after geometrial-spreading orretion, by means of AVO/AVA urves) at

seleted CRP's of interest, after an image of the subsurfae has been obtained. This image an

be, for example, the result of one or several kinemati migrations.

In the next setion, we provide an overall desription of the proposed approah. We show

with the help of a uxogram the general strategy of the method. Thereafter, we briey review

the fundamentals of the CRS method, in partiular the meaning of the CRS attributes. Next,

we indiate how the attributes an be used to onstrut a maro-veloity depth model. This

model is used not only for imaging through kinemati migration but also for the onstrution of

CRP gathers on spei�ed depth points. The maro-veloity model is also used to ompute the

geometrial-spreading fators and inidene angles for all primary-reetion rays that omprise

the CRP gathers. Finally, we explain how the geometrial-spreading orretions are applied to

the input data, leading to the sought-for AVA urves.

Strategy

The struture of the method is summarized by the uxogram shown in Figure 1. Our strategy is

mainly divided into three proesses: (i) CRS attribute extration & maro-model inversion, (ii)

kinemati imaging through unweighted Kirhho� migrations, and (iii) subsequent geometrial-

spreading orretions to the amplitude of the input data for the seleted points.

CRS stak

The 2-D Common Reetion Ssurfae (CRS) stak (see, e.g., M�uller, 1999) applied to multi-

overage data on a seismi line is designed to produe a staked setion (an approximation of

a zero-o�set setion) together with three auxiliar setions of CRS attributes and a oherene

setion. To be applied, the CRS method requires the knowledge of the near-surfae veloity

distribution only.

For eah �xed entral point (e.g., a CMP loation of the original data) on whih the output

trae is to be omputed, the CRS stak uses a multiparametri hyperboli traveltime formula

to stak all data that orrespond to arbitrary soure and reeiver loations in the viinity

of that point. In this sense, it di�ers signi�antly from the onventional NMO/DMO/stak

(that employs only reetions from CMP gathers) to ahieve muh more redundany with a

onsequent improvement of signal-to-noise ratio. The three CRS attributes assigned to eah

point of the staked setion are the parameters of the traveltime moveout formula. These are

the emergene angle of the normal reetion ray and the wavefront urvatures of the normal-

inidente-point (NIP) and normal (N) waves arriving at that point.

The N- and NIP-waves are �titious eigenwaves introdued by Hubral (1983) for the analysis

of the atual propagation of the zero-o�set ray, as well as for its orresponding paraxial rays.

Their wavefront urvatures at the entral point arry important information about the veloity
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Figure 1: Flowhart of the method: The CRS stak method is applied to the multioverage data to

obtain the CRS attributes, that are subsequent used as input for the CRS inversion. The obtained

veloity model is then used by the kinemati migration algorithm. After migrating all ommon-

o�set setions of the multiovarage data and staking them to build a kinemati image, we an easily

seleted interested points to analyse, by means of AVO/AVA urves. Using the information in the

geometrial-spreading fator tables, namely traveltimes and reetion point positions, the CRP gathers

are extrated from the multioverage data. Finally, piking the interested amplitude, the geometrial-

spreading orretion is applied to build up the AVO/AVA urves.

model in whih the wave propagation takes plae. The N-wave an be oneptually visualized

as the one that starts as a wavefront that oinides with the reetor and travels to the surfae

with half of the medium veloity. It arrives at the entral point at the same time as the zero-

o�set ray. The NIP-wave an be visualized as starting as a point soure at the reetion point

of the zero-o�set reetion ray and propagates upwards with half of the medium veloity. It

arrives at the entral point at the same time as the zero-o�set ray, too.

The CRS attributes are extrated upon the use of a ohereny analysis strategy diretly

applied to the data. The development of more eÆient and aurate parameter extration

methods is a topi of ative researh (see, e.g. Birgin et al., 1999).

Maro-veloity model inversion

The philosophy of the CRS method is to use as muh data as possible during the staking

proess. Therefore, the most relevant events are well de�ned on the staked setion and available

for further inversion.

The input data for the CRS maro-veloity model inversion are the CRS attributes related

to seleted target reetions. Also, the near-surfae veloity �eld needs to be known. In fat,

this is already a requirement for the appliation of the CRS stak method.

The lassial layer-stripping veloity inversion algorithm of Hubral and Krey (1980) an be

reast in terms of the CRS attributes. We have developed an improved proess that inverts the

seleted time reetions to orresponding interfae positions together with layer veloities in
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depth. The interfaes are onstruted as ubi splines, adjusted in a least squares sense, whih

are suitable for further bloky ray traing algorithms. Currently, only homogeneous layers an

be reovered by the method. This limitation is under ative researh. An extensive desription

of this method will be published in a separate paper.

Kinemati image

One the homogeneous layered veloity model is provided by the CRS inversion, it is smoothed

in order to perform a kinemati migration. The traveltime tables are generated \on the y" by

the wavefront onstrution method, and therefore seismi traes an be migrated independently

from eah other. To enhane the signal-to-noise ratio, the �nal image is built by staking all

ommon-o�set migrated setions.

Geometrial-Spreading Corretion

On the staked migrated setion, it is possible to hoose depth points on a target reetor.

For eah hosen point, we ompute traveltimes, inident angles, and geometrial-spreading

fators, by standard dynami ray-traing, using the inverted homogeneous layered model. These

quantities enable one to extrat a CRP gather from the original data.

For eah trae, we pik the amplitude, using the omputed reetion traveltime, and mul-

tiply it by the orresponding geometrial-spreading fator. A suessive appliation of the

proedure to all traes in the CRP gather leads to the desired AVO/AVA urves.

Numerial examples

The syntheti model, depited in Figure 2, is omposed by four layers separated by smooth

interfaes. The �rst and fourth layers are homogeneous with onstant ompressional veloity

of 2.0 km/s and 2.7 km/s, respetively. The seond and the third layers are inhomogeneous.

Their veloities are linear ombinations of the veloities just below the upper interfae and the

veloity just above the lower interfae of the layer. In other words, these interfaes an be seen

as isoveloities lines, implying a variation on the veloity not only in the z-diretion, but also in

the x-diretion. For those layers, the ompressional veloity varies from 2.2 km/s to 2.4 km/s

and from 2.5 km/s to 2.55 km/s, respetively. The shear veloity in eah point of the model

has been set equal to the ompressional veloity divided by

p

3. The density is unitary in the

whole model.

The syntheti data was modeled by elasti ray traing. The multioverage data is omposed

by 501 ommon-shot (CS) experiments where the soures are 20 m spaed. Eah CS setion

has 151 reeivers, 20 m spaed. The signal-to-noise ratio in the data is 7:1. Figure 3 shows a

typial ommon-o�set setion. Eah ommon-o�set setion was migrated separately. All the

migrated setions were then summed up to generate the staked migrated setion of Figure 3.

The veloity model employed on the migration proess (see Figure 4) was obtained from the

CRS attributes by the inversion proess briey desribed above. Note that the inverted model

onsists of a \best possible" homogeneous layers only, sine eah layer veloity was reovered

as a mean of the atual layer veloity distribution, in a least square sense.

Sine the migration was arried out with a reasonable approximated model and several

ommon-o�set migrated setion were staked, the obtained staked migrated setion provides
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Figure 2: Veloity model for syntheti data. Top: ompressional wave veloity map. Bottom: shear

wave veloity map.
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Figure 3: Left: A typial ommon-o�set setion for the o�set 1500 m. Right: Staked migrated

setion. The white irles show the three seleted points that are further analyzed.
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Figure 4: Top: Compressional veloity model obtained by the CRS inversion algorithm. Bottom:

Perentual relative error between the real and the inverted model.

an aurate kinemati image in depth. Using this image, we an selet points on target reetors

for whih AVO/AVA urves are desired. We have hosen three points: one is loated at the �rst

interfae and two at the seond interfae (see Figure 3). For eah point, we have onstruted by

forward modeling (on the inverted model) the orresponding CRP setion. This means that the

traveltime, the reetion angle and the geometrial-spreading fator for eah ray of the CRP

gather are known. This information is used to pik and orret the amplitudes of the reetion

events within the input data.

Figure 5 shows the CRP setion assoiated with the �rst seleted point, loated at the �rst

interfae. The white strip indiates the region around the traveltime omputed by modeling,

along whih we have performed the amplitude piking. The piked amplitudes are orreted by

multiplying them by the geometrial-spreading fator omputed by modeling on the inverted

model. When plotting the orreted amplitudes versus o�set, we generate the AVO urve

depited in Figure 5 (top right). The blue rosses are the orreted amplitudes normalized

by the orreted amplitude of the �rst trae and the solid red line is the orret (modeled)

normalized reetion oeÆient. Note that, due to the very aurate mathing, it is quite

diÆult to see the red urve. When we plot the same amplitudes versus the reetion angle

(omputed by modeling), we generate the AVA urve depited in Figure 5 (bottom right). The

same good adjustment an be seen. Figures 6 and 7 show the CRP setion and the AVO/AVA

urves for the two seleted points at the seond interfae. The seond point is loated at the top

of the dome struture. The omputed traveltime is again very preise. The blue rosses in both

AVO/AVA urves, depited in Figure 6 (right), are well distributed around the true normalized

reetion oeÆient. The same behavior an be observed in Figure 7, for the third seleted
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point, loated at the left ank of the dome struture. Note that the signal-to-noisy ratio of 7:1

is muh more problemati for deeper events, sine their amplitudes are more attenuated.
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Figure 5: Point 1 on the �rst interfae. Left: CRP setion. The white strip on�nes the region where

the piking proess was arried out. This region was determined by the traveltime estimation that

ame out of the modeling proess. Right: AVO and AVA urves (piked amplitudes, normalized by

the amplitude of the �rst trae, versus o�set and reetion angle, respetively).

Conlusions

We have presented a method that provides a omplete proess to obtain orret amplitude

urves for hosen points on target interfaes. It onsists of three steps: (i) onstrution

of a layered maro-veloity model by using CRS attributes (obtained from the multiover-

age data); (ii) kinemati migration of data using that maro-veloity model; (iii) a posteriori

orretion for seleted points on the migrated setion (using traveltime, reetion angle and

geometrial-spreading fator omputed on the approximated model) with subsequent estima-

tion of AVO/AVA urves. The numerial results are enouraging, onerning auray and

omputational e�ort. As a next step, further tests in real data will be arried out.
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Figure 6: Point 2 on the seond interfae. Left: CRP setion. The white strip on�nes the region

where the piking proess was arried out. This region was determined by the traveltime estimation

that ame out of the modeling proess. Right: AVO and AVA urves).
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Figure 7: Point 3 on the seond interfae. Left: CRP setion. The white strip on�nes the region

where the piking proess was arried out. This region was determined by the traveltime estimation

that ame out of the modeling proess. Right: AVO and AVA urves (piked amplitudes, normalized

by the amplitude of the �rst trae, versus o�set and reetion angle, respetively).
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